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At the time of treatment planning it would be useful to know whether part of the treatment beam
passes through the patient/couch support assembly before it passes through the patient. In the
previous work of Yorke, the range of gantry angles leading to beam–couch intersection was found
as a function of couch translation for symmetric field sizes and for zero couch rotation. Yorke’s
method has been extended to include couch rotation, dual independent jaws, and multi-leaf colli-
mator ~MLC! field shapes. In addition, the new method is also applicable in the situation of the
couch top located above the isocenter. For a clinically treatable, 20320 cm field configuration in a
linac, the range of gantry angles leading to beam–couch intersection are different by 6.7 degrees for
a couch rotation angle of 25 degrees when compared to no couch rotation. The new method agrees
with data within the setup and measurement uncertainties for a variety of field sizes including an
oval shaped MLC field, and various couch locations, couch, and collimator rotation angles.
© 1999 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~99!00202-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of three-dimensional~3D! treatment plan-
ning, there is an increased use of oblique/nonaxial fields
quiring couch rotation. Out of the many possible treata
and nontreatable couch–gantry locations, a generalized
lision avoidance algorithm by Humm1 can be used to choos
diverse couch-gantry angle combinations that are treata
Also, a graphical simulation approach toward collisi
avoidance has been developed.2,3 However, for the treatable
configurations, there still is a possibility that part of the be
could go through the patient support assembly~PSA! before
entering the patient. This leads to attenuation and scatte
of the therapy beam resulting in a different dose distribut
~including a larger superficial dose!than intended.

The Varian Clinac 2100 C/D ‘‘tennis racket’’ part of th
treatment couch has a pair of supporting rails located un
the couch edges. There are also steel rails placed along
sides of the couch for mounting supporting devices. All
these can attenuate the beam. In the work of Yorke,4 analyti-
cal expressions for the range of gantry angles leading
beam–PSA intersection were found as a function of tra
verse and vertical couch translation for symmetric field si
and zero couch rotation. In this work, Yorke’s model h
been extended to include couch rotation, dual independ
jaws, and MLC field shapes. The current method has b
tested for the specific geometry of a Varian Clinac 2100 C
A FORTRAN program incorporating the analytical expressio
was developed and tested. In the previous work4 couch con-
figurations with the couch located only below the isocen
were considered. The algebraic approach outlined here is
229 Med. Phys. 26 „2…, February 1999 0094-2405/99/26
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plicable for situations of couch located above the isocente
well.

Not under consideration here is part of the field lyin
outside the longitudinal boundaries of the tennis racket. T
length of the tennis racket in a Varian Clinac 2100 C/D m
chine is 62 cm, adequate enough to cover the largest dia
nal field of 56 cm (40340 cm field!. So, the patient could b
moved along the longitudinal direction of the couch so th
the field does not extend beyond the longitudinal bounda
of the tennis racket.

II. ANALYTICAL METHOD

The coordinate systems defined by Siddon5 are used here
The origins of all coordinate systems are located at the
center. The room/fixed coordinate system is shown in Fig
There are couch, gantry, and collimator coordinate syste
that rotate with the couch, the gantry, and the collimat
respectively. The subscriptr, g, andc associated with vari-
ous variables denote room, gantry, and collimator coordin
systems, respectively. All coordinate systems coincide w
each other when the gantry is at 0 degrees~x-ray beam irra-
diating vertically downwards!, the collimator at 0 degree
and the couch at 0 degrees~when the longest dimension o
the couch is parallel to they axis in the room coordinate
system!. Clockwise rotations of the couch, the gantry, a
the collimator are positive when viewing from the isocent
For the collimator angle of 0 degrees, the direction of mot
of theX andY jaws of the collimator are parallel to thex and
y axes of the room coordinate system.

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the PSA consists of two steel ba
and the frame of the tennis racket. The beam ray and o
229„2…/229/7/$15.00 © 1999 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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information displayed in these figures are the projections
the xz plane at the isocenter. The required machine dep
dent parameters of the couch and couch support asse
are: Tennis racket bar support half-width (wb , half the lat-
eral distance between the cornersA and C!, its height (hb ,

FIG. 1. The gantry–couch system of a therapy machine viewed in the r
coordinate system located at the isocenter.@This figure was processed an
presented with permission from Siddon~Ref. 5!.#

FIG. 2. ~a! and~b!: The geometry of couch–beam intersection gantry an
ranges. The target and the isocenter are located atO andS, respectively. The
variablel at represents the lateral couch shift. The beam ray and other in
mation displayed in these figures are the projections in thexz plane at the
isocenter~text!.
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vertical distance between the cornersA and D! and couch
half-width (wd , half the distance between the left cornerA
and the right cornerA!, which are 2.7, 10.0, and 28.0 cm
respectively, for the Varian Clinac 2100 C/D; In Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!, the cornerC is shifted horizontally relative to the
corner A by 2wb and the cornerB is shifted horizontally
from the cornerC by 1.2 cm. Also the cornerE is shifted
vertically up relative toC by 1.0 cm. Finally, the cornerD is
shifted horizontally relative to cornerC by 1.9 cm. The
source to axis distance for the machine (Sad) is 100 cm. In
addition, the model requires the input of the following va
ables:f, k: Couch and collimator rotation angles;l at ,zr :
Lateral translation of the couch and the height of the cor
from the isocenter; andX1 ,X2 ,Y1 ,Y2 : The field size defined
by the dual jaws at the isocenter. If the field size is to
defined through the MLC, individual leaf extensions are re
from a file. All of the variables listed here take both positi
and negative values exceptSad, which is a distance.

A. Representation of a beam ray as a function of
gantry rotation

The first step in studying the problem of beam–PSA
tersection is deriving and understanding the equation o
beam ray as a function of gantry rotation. A beam ray, be
a straight line is defined by a point (xc ,yc,0) at the boundary
of the field edge in the collimator coordinate system. It
transformed in the gantry coordinate system as (xg8 ,yg8,0)
5(@xc cosk2yc sink#,@xc sink1yc cosk#,0) for a collimator
rotation angle ofk. This point when represented in the roo
coordinate system when the gantry is in a vertically irradi
ing position is

FIG. 3. The surface of revolution generated by a beam ray as a functio
gantry rotation. The beam ray passes through the field point (xg8 ,yg8 ,zg8)
5(10,10,0) in the gantry coordinate system. The coordinates of any p
on the beam ray in the patient/fixed coordinate system are given by

Sxg8~Sad2z!cosu

Sad
1z sinu,

yg8~Sad2z!

Sad
,
xg8~z2Sad!sinu

Sad
1z cosuD

for the gantry rotation angleu. The z coordinate of the beam ray show
varies from2100 to 100 cm. They axis has been scaled by a factor of
compared to thex andz axes for clarity.
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S xg8~Sad2z!

Sad
,
yg8~Sad2z!

Sad
,zD .

The coordinates of this point in the beam ray is

S xg8~Sad2z!cosu

Sad

1z sinu,
yg8~Sad2z!

Sad
,
xg8~z2Sad!sinu

Sad
1z cosu D

for any gantry rotation angleu in the room coordinate sys
tem. Each point in the beam ray defined by the above eq
tion sweeps out a circle as the gantry rotates about they axis
~Fig. 3!. Since each point on the beam ray is at different ra
from they axis, the beam ray sweeps out a surface revolu
with a parabolic cross section~Fig. 3!. This has the conse
quence that the intersection of the surface of revolution w
the xy plane of the room coordinate system is a parabola
general, a horizontal line representing a couch edge in
sects with the surface of revolution of the beam ray at t
points. Therefore, there are two gantry angle solutions
which the beam ray intersects with the couch edge.

B. Solution to the problem of beam ray intersection
with a couch edge

The gantry rotational axis,~y axis in Fig. 1!remains fixed
in both room and gantry coordinate systems. In the gan
coordinate system, an equation for the perpendicular dista

FIG. 4. An oblique view of the gantry system shown for a rectangular fie
A beam ray is defined by a field point (xg8 ,yg8,0) in the plane of the iso-
center. Theyg axis here is defined to be along the rotational axis of
gantry through the isocenter. The distancer ray is the perpendicular distanc
from theyg axis to a point on the beam ray.
i
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(r ray) from the longitudinal axis to a point on the beam ray
derived here. In the room coordinate system an equation
the perpendicular distance (r edge) from they axis to a point
on the couch edge is also derived. The condition of bea
PSA ~couch edge!intersection is given byr ray5r edge.

In Fig. 4, the gantry coordinate system~with the suffixg!
defined at the isocenter rotates with the gantry~but not with
the collimator!. The equations of the beam ray in thre
dimensions in the gantry coordinate system arezg5Sad(yg8
2yg)/yg8 , yg5yg8xg /xg8 , andxg5xg8yg /yg8 . The perpendicu-
lar distance from a point on the beam ray to theyg axis is
given by r ray

2 5zg
21xg

2. Upon substitution

r ray
2 5Sad

2 2
2Sad

2 yg

yg8
1

~xg8
21Sad

2 !yg
2

yg8
2 . ~1!

In Fig. 5, the coordinate system shown is the room coo
nate system defined at the isocenter. Letr edgebe the perpen-
dicular distance from a point on the edge of the couch to
y axis. With the couch located at a vertical drop ofzr from
the isocenter, the equations of the edge in the room coo
nate system arex5ay1xcou and z5zr . Since r edge5zr

2

1x2; upon substitution

r edge
2 5zr

21xcou
2 12ayxcou1a2y2, ~2!

wherea5tanf andxcou5(wd1 l at)/cosf. The intersection
of the surface of revolution of the ray~with the rotation of
the gantry! and the couch edge is determined byr ray

2

5r edge
2 . In the two coordinate systems in Figs. 4 and 5, thy

axes remain fixed, soy5yg . From Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the
intersection (xr ,yr) of the ray with the edge is (yr5y
5yg)

.
FIG. 5. The top view of couch system viewed directly above the isocen
The couch is rotated through a rotation angle off degrees.r edge is the
perpendicular distance from they axis to a point on the edge of the couc
~where the beam ray intersects!. Thex component of the intersection point i
xr . The vertical component of the couch location iszr .
yr5yg8
~axcouyg81Sad

2 !6A~axcouyg81Sad
2 !22~xg8

21Sad
2 2a2yg8

2!~Sad
2 2zr

22xcou
2 !

xg8
21Sad

2 2a2yg8
2 ~3!
ay
antry
get,
andxr5ayr1xcou.
There are two solutions to this quadratic equation. It

noted that even in the case of zero couch rotation (a50)
there still are two solutions.
s
C. Expression for gantry angle determination

After the coordinates of the point of intersection of the r
and the edge have been determined, the corresponding g
angle can be determined from the condition that the tar
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the point on the field edge and the point of intersection ar
a straight line. The target and a field point which a
(0,0,Sad) and (xg8 ,yg8,0), respectively, in the gantry coord
nate system are converted to (Sadsinu,0,Sadcosu) and
(xg8 cosu,yg8 ,2xg8 sinu) in the room coordinate system. Th
equations of the beam ray in three-dimension originat
from the target and passing through the intersection p
(xr ,yr ,zr) and the field point noted above are

yr

yg8
5

xr2Sadsinu

xg8 cosu2Sadsinu
, ~4!

yr

yg8
5

zr2Sadcosu

2xg8 sinu2Sadcosu
. ~5!

By eliminatingyr , these two equations can be simplifie
to extract an expression for the intersecting gantry angle

u52a6cos21F Sadxg8 cosa

xg8zr1xrSad
G ,

~6!

with a5tan21FzrSad2xg8xr

xg8zr1xrSad
G .

Out of the two possible solutions, the correct one is uniqu
determined by the solution of the gantry angle that satis
either Eq.~4! or Eq. ~5!. In this manner the two beam–PS
intersection solutions of a field point@Eq. ~3!# lead to two
unique gantry solutions. This is also true in the case of a fi
point that has they component (yg8) zero. In this case there i
only one point of beam–PSA intersection@Eq. ~3!#, but now
both the solutions in Eq.~6! are valid.

D. Consideration of any part of the field–PSA
intersection

The consideration of the problem of any part of a fie
intersecting with the couch edge is as follows. The en
field boundary is sampled at less than 3 mm intervals in
case of fields defined by jaws. For the field opening defin
by the MLC leafs~of 1 cm field width at the isocenter for th
Varian Clinac 2100 C/D!, the field boundary sampling i
done at the center of an MLC leafs. The beam–PSA in
secting gantry angles using Eq.~6! depending upon the valu
of the variableyr ~as explained in the previous section! are
obtained. This is done for all of the field boundary points
incrementally moving through the MLC leaf boundary.
this manner a ranges of gantry angles of beam–couch e
intersection for variablesu are obtained. The conversion o
the gantry angles to the readout convention of the Cli
2100 C/D is performed by an addition of 360 degrees to
negative gantry angles.

E. Consideration of the cross section of the PSA

For the general cross-sectional shape of steel bars
porting the tennis racket, computing the beam intersec
point can involve the following approach. This is to segme
the steel bar cross section into increments and loop thro
Medical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 2, February 1999
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each point on the cross section for each of the elements a
field boundary to find the intersecting gantry angle range

In the particular case of the Varian Clinac 2100 C/D, w
the corners@A, B, C, D, andE in Figs. 2~a!and 2~b!#of the
PSA so well defined, consideration of specific corners le
to the determination of beam–PSA intersecting gantry an
ranges. As the maximum lateral extension~25 cm! of the
couch in 2100 C/D is less than the tennis racket half-wi
~28 cm!, the isocenter is well inside of the cornerA. These
attributes of the couch make it simpler to determine w
couch corners/edges are relevant for the determination ou.
The consideration is to include an edge only if~a! the beam
hits the edge before hitting the patient, i.e., enter through
bottom and exit through the top of the couch and~b! to select
among the corners of PSA that lead to the largest ga
angle range. In this manner, to compute the beam–PSA
tersecting most inclusive of the gantry angle range when
gantry head is on the right side in Figs. 2~a!and 2~b!, beam–
PSA intersection with both right edge of the couch and
left edge were considered. For the right edge in Fig. 2~a!, the
cornersA, B, C, andE were considered and the most incl
sive gantry angle range (u1 ,u2) was generated. For the le
edge in Fig. 2~b!, the cornersB andD of the left edge were
considered and the most inclusive gantry angle ra
(u1 ,u2) was generated. If there were an overlap betwe
these two ranges then these two ranges were replaced by
gantry angle range inclusive of the two. For the right ed
cornerD was not considered as it is flanked on both sides
cornersA and C. The corners of the left edge other thanB
andD were not considered as the maximum range is defi
by these two corners. Similar approach to solving bea
PSA intersection was taken when the gantry head is loca
on the left side in Figs. 2~a!and 2~b!.

In order for any part of the field edge to hit the PSA fir
before passing through the patient, the following constra
on the gantry angle is applied@Fig. 6 represents the situatio
described in Eq.~8!#

u2tan21S xg8

Sad
D .90°, right steel bar, ~7!

u2tan21S xg8

Sad
D ,290°, left steel bar. ~8!

FIG. 6. This figure~projection in thexz plane at the isocenter!shows the
beam ray defined by the lineOQ that is parallel to the couch top. At lesse
angle magnitudes, the beam ray would pass through the couch top b
striking the PSA.
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TABLE I. Measured and computedxr ~see text!of the couch at the point of beam-PSA intersection and
intersecting gantry angle,u1 are listed for various beam configurations involving the couch lateral displacem
(1at) of 210 cm. Angles and dimensions are represented in degrees and cm, respectively.

Couch
height

zr

Couch
rot.
f

Field
point

(xg8 ,yg8)

Gantry
angleu1

model
xr

model

Gantry
angleu1

meas.
xr

meas.

210 225 ~25,25! 105.6 21.6 105.7 21.8
210 225 ~210,210! 95.8 23.3 96.1 23.5
215 25 ~5,25! 116.8 21.5 116.7 21.7
215 25 ~10,210! 107.5 23.2 107.4 23.4
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III. RESULTS

To verify that these two solutions do exist@Eq. ~3!#, mea-
surements were performed for the setup:zr525 cm, l at

50 cm, f510 degrees and for a 10310 cm field size. The
model predictions ofy were 3.5 and 6.4 cm for the fiel
corner ~5, 5, 0!. The corresponding gantry angles from E
~6! were 92.9 and 292.1 degrees. This agreed well with
measured values ofy of 3.5 and 6.3 cm and gantry angles
93.2 and 292.9 degrees, respectively. The latter angl
treatable@Eq. ~8!#, because in this case the beam ent
through the top of the couch before intersecting with
PSA. For the same setup withzr changed to 5 cm, the mode
prediction of the gantry angle for the beam–PSA intersec
point of y53.5 cm, was 73.3 degrees and was in agreem
with the measured value of 73.5 degrees. This exam
shows that the new model also works with the couch loca
above the isocenter. Since most clinical situations co
spond to couch locations below the isocenter, such situat
l. 26, No. 2, February 1999
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are more extensively studied in the next two paragraphs
In Table I, measured and computed@from Eq.~3!# xr ~the

perpendicular distance from theyz plane to the point of
beam–PSA intersection!and the gantry angle~u! are listed
for various beam configurations involving the couch rotatio
The light field is taken to represent the radiation field. With
the experimental uncertainty of about 2–4 mm, there i
good agreement between the measured and computed v
of xr .

For the clinically relevant setups considered here, in g
eral there are two sets of gantry angle ranges (0,u<180
degrees and 180,u<360 degrees!corresponding to eithe
side of the couch leading to beam–PSA intersection. Lis
in Tables II and III are the model predictions@Eq. ~6!# and
measurements of a range for fields defined by dual indep
dent jaws and an oval shaped MLC field, respectively.
dimensions are listed in cm and the angles are listed in
grees.
beam
ented in
TABLE II. A comparison of model generated and measured range of gantry angles for which part of the
passes through the couch support assembly for variety of situations. Angles and dimensions are repres
degrees and cm, respectively.

Couch
height

zr

Couch
lat.
l at

Couch
rot.
f

Coll.
rot.
k

Jaws
(X1 ,X2 ,Y1 ,Y2)

Gantry range
(u1 ,u2)
model

Gantry range
(u1 ,u2)
meas.

210 0 0 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~264.2, 214.8! ~264.0, 214.2!

210 0 0 45 ~10,10,10,10! ~95.8, 151.3! ~96.3, 151.0!

210 10 0 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~264.1, 192.7! ~264.0, 191.9!

215 0 0 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~254.3, 210.4! ~254.0, 210.0!

210 0 0 0 ~5,5,5,5! ~257.1, 221.7! ~256.4, 220.9!

210 0 0 45 ~5,10,5,10! ~264.3, 213.9! ~263.7, 213.6!

210 210 25 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~95.8, 173.9! ~96.0, 173.9!

210 210 0 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~95.9, 167.3! ~95.6, 167.1!

210 5 10 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~264.2, 202.5! ~263.7, 201.8!

210 5 0 0 ~10,10,10,10! ~264.2, 204.9! ~263.6, 203.9!

210 0 10 20 ~10,0,10,25! ~261.1, 225.8! ~260.8, 225.4!

210 0 0 20 ~10,0,10,25! ~260.9, 223.8! ~260.3, 223.4!
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TABLE III. A comparison of model generated and measured range of gantry angles for which part of the
passes through the couch support assembly for various couch and collimator settings for an oval shap
field. Angles and dimensions are represented in degrees and cm, respectively.

Couch
height

zr

Couch
lat.
l at

Couch
rot.
f

Coll.
rot.
k

Gantry range
(u1 ,u2)
model

Gantry range
(u1 ,u2)
meas.

210 0 0 0 ~100.1, 141.1! ~100.4, 140.6!
210 0 0 45 ~257.1, 220.8! ~256.7, 219.8!
215 0 0 0 ~109.5, 146.0! ~109.6, 145.7!
210 210 0 0 ~103.3, 161.2! ~103.4, 160.9!
210 210 25 0 ~102.5, 158.6! ~102.7, 158.6!
210 0 0 320 ~258.4, 221.3! ~257.7, 220.3!
210 5 10 310 ~255.7, 214.5! ~255.1, 213.6!
210 5 0 310 ~255.7, 213.9! ~255.1, 212.8!
210 210 0 90 ~107.9, 155.5! ~108.3, 155.3!
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IV. DISCUSSION

Two gantry angle solutions for any given field point a
possible even when the couch rotation angle is zeroa
5tanf50). This was not considered in the previous wor4

Normally, beam–PSA intersecting gantry angle range
determined by cornersA and C. However, there are als
situations where one of the gantry angles determining
beam–PSA intersection is determined by corners eitherB or
E as opposed toC. For the situation withzr525 cm, l at

5217.5 cm, zero collimator and couch rotation angles a
the vertical field half-widths (xg8) of 4 and27 cm, beam–
PSA intersecting gantry angleu2 for the cornersC, B, andE
were 183.75, 185.98, and 184.33 degrees, respectively.
middle one was taken as the solution as it leads to the lar
gantry angle range.

The authors found that for treatable configurations in
2100 C/D and for locations of couch below the isocen
~Tables II and III! the intersecting gantry angle range o
tained for situation depicted in Fig. 2~b! was inclusive of the
gantry angle range for the situation of Fig. 2~a!. This may
be the case for locations of couch above the isocenter.
tended isocentric treatments1 can lead to setups where th
couch top is located above the isocenter.

In addition to the measurement uncertainties of the m
chine parameters used in the model, the computational
certainty in the model predictions also arise from finite sa
pling of the field size. For sampling distances of;3 mm, the
computational uncertainty in the model predictions of t
gantry angles is about60.2 degrees. This was determined
reducing the sampling size and computing the intersec
gantry angle. There are two contributions to the uncertain
in the measuredxr and the gantry angle,~1! the measuremen
uncertainties and~2! the setup uncertainties. There is abou
62 mm uncertainty in the measurement ofxr . The gantry
angle at which the beam–PSA intersection occurs was
served from the light field edge. An uncertainty of abo
60.3 degrees was experimentally determined in this proc
The other contribution to the uncertainty in the measurem
process comes from accuracy of the gantry angles, wh
from the Varian 2100 C/D manual was60.5 degrees. From
Eq. ~6!, it is seen that the uncertainties inzr , l at, Sad, xg8 ,
l. 26, No. 2, February 1999
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yg8 , k, andf contribute to the setup uncertainties. Accordi
to the Varian 2100 C/D manual,zr , l at, Sad are specified
within 62 mm;X1 ,Y1 ,X2 ,Y2 within 61 mm and the angles
k and f within 60.5 degrees. The tennis racket is loose
mounted on the couch top. There is an uncertainty of abo
mm in localizing it laterally.

Based on the above information and using Eq.~3!, xr is
determined within6~2 to 3! mm for couch rotation angles
around zero and within6~3 to 4! mm for couch rotation
angles around 25 degrees. So there is a good agreemen
tween model predictions and data ofxr in Table I. The un-
certainty in the gantry angle@Eq. ~6!# arising from setup and
measurement uncertainties can be as much as 0.7 degre
the worst case scenario with all of them including the m
surement uncertainty acting coherently and including
computational uncertainty in the model, the net uncertai
can be as much as61.7 degrees when jaws are used
define the field size. The model and data in Table II ag
within 61.0 degrees. When the MLC is used to define
field size, the field boundary sampling is done more coars
and the net uncertainty in the gantry angle estimation can
greater than61.7 degrees. The model and the data in Ta
III agree within61.3 degrees.

The net uncertainty is smaller when comparing mod
generated gantry angle range (u1 ,u2) with the corresponding
measured gantry angle range. This is because the settin
variablesl at andf are the same in the measurement of bo
u1 andu2 . In the worst case scenario the measurement
certainty arising from the light field matching is 0.6 degre
The other setup and measurement uncertainty~from the gan-
try angle! can possibly increase this to at least 1.0 deg
through coherent contributions. The model generated ran
and the data in Tables II and III are within60.8 degrees.

The importance of including the couch rotation in com
puting the range of gantry angles for which part of the be
passes through the PSA can be seen comparing rows 7 a
in Table II. Treatable configurations of no couch rotation a
for a couch rotation angle of 25 degrees for a 20320 cm
field size are compared here. The range of gantry angl
different by 6.7 degrees when the couch rotation is taken
account. Installation of accessory mounts for block trays
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wedge significantly reduces the distance from the isoce
to the collimator head. This decreases the range of co
angles that are treatable when the gantry is located adja
to the couch. This tends to reduce the difference in the ra
of gantry angles for couch with finite rotation and no ro
tion. The last two rows in Table II attest to the ability of th
model to predict the intersecting gantry angles for asymm
ric fields defined by the dual independent jaws.

The purpose of this work is to determine the beam–P
intersection possibility for a certain gantry and couch co
figurations at the time of treatment planning. The chos
beams have to be first tested to see whether the patient ca
setup for the treatment delivery. At the University of Pitt
burgh an algorithm3 has been developed based on the w
of Humm1 to determine the treatability of a beam configur
tion at the time of treatment planning. At the University
Michigan, Ann Arbor, a graphics simulation program2 has
been developed and implemented to determine the treat
ity of a beam configuration. For couch angles much grea
than 25 degrees the treatable gantry angles are such tha
gantry is either directly below or above the couch. In th
case there is very little possibility of beam–PSA intersecti
If the beam is found to intersect the couch for a certain be
setup, the possibility of moving the couch a few cm latera
could be pursued. This changesxr and the gantry angle rang
Medical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 2, February 1999
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of beam–PSA intersection and may make the beam s
treatable.
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